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Addendum: Proposed changes to the draft BBLB SPD 
 
Underlined text in the change column is proposed to be added to draft SPD. 
Strikethrough text is proposed to be deleted from the draft SPD 
 
Reference Respondee Change Agreed 
Throughout Officer Change references of ‘’Bermondsey 

Village and Leathermarket’’ to 
‘’Bermondsey Village’’ 

 

Throughout Officer Change references of ‘’Tabard 
Gardens’’ to ‘’Tabard Gardens North 
and Leathermarket’’ 

 

Throughout  Officer Change references of ‘’Borough’’ to 
‘’Borough (West)’’ 

 

Section 2.6 p12 Officer Change 4,000 to 14,000  
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EXECUTIVE - TUESDAY 9 FEBRUARY 2010 
ITEM NO. 14 – HEYGATE REHOUSING – COMPULSORY PURCHASE ORDER 
(See main Agenda pages 196-213) 
 
 
APPENDIX FOUR 
 
Consideration of Public Benefits and Human Rights  
 
 
1. As is explained in Appendix 3, paragraphs 42-45, in deciding whether to proceed with 

a compulsory purchase order, the Council is required by law to balance the benefits 
that are likely to result from the proposed development against the interference with 
the human rights of those affected.  In the proposed Order areas there are both 
business and residential occupiers. 

 
2. As is explained in the Report, extremely good progress has been made in relocating 

residents out of the Heygate Estate, and relatively few remain. It is hoped that 
agreement will be reached with those parties, but as is explained compulsory purchase 
powers are needed to ensure that vacant possession can be secured.   

 
3. Lend Lease are still in the process of working up their detailed proposals for the 

regeneration of the Elephant and Castle area, and for the land included in Sites 1 and 
2. However, their proposals will be guided by, and will follow, the principles and 
approach contained in the 2004 Elephant and Castle Supplementary Planning 
Guidance (SPG). 

 
4. Sites 1 and 2 form a vital part of the whole area’s regeneration.  The comprehensive 

regeneration proposals for the whole Elephant and Castle area will come forward in a 
planning application or applications by Lend Lease.  These applications will include the 
proposals for the land which is included in the proposed orders for Sites 1 and 2, and 
will reflect the contents of the SPG and related Development Framework.  

 
5. Whilst the proposals for the wider Elephant and Castle area and the public and 

regeneration benefits that will flow from them, are well known and can be considered in 
detail in the Development Framework and SPG, the proposals and benefits associated 
with the proposals for Sites 1 and 2 must be considered. 

 
6  The Council’s objectives for Sites 1 and 2 comprise a new residential quarter in a high-

quality and green environment. Traffic will be controlled and access and permeability 
improved. The new residential development will provide a range of housing 
opportunities.  The area will become a much more attractive place to live and should 
attract a wider range of residents.   

 
7. Again, quality homes will be provided in an area which will be served by shops and 

services, and in an environment which is safe and attractive and in which traffic is 
properly controlled.  

 
8. The proposals which will come forward in the areas including Sites 1 and 2 will be 

provide a hugely significant improvement in the area and, in conjunction with the 
regeneration proposals for the rest of Elephant and Castle, will totally transform the 
area.  Whilst the transformation of the whole area will only be achieved with the 
comprehensive delivery of the redevelopment and regeneration proposals defined in 
the SPG and Development Framework, the delivery of the proposals in Sites 1 and 2 
will start to achieve the long-standing aim of delivering a step-change in the area. 
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9. It is clear that the delivery of the regeneration proposals in the area of Sites 1 and 2 

will in themselves significantly contribute to the achievement of environmental 
improvements of the area; will improve the social well-being and amenity of those 
living and working in the area and will provide new employment opportunities and 
opportunities for improving the economic well-being of the community.  Not only will 
these proposals achieve this for the immediate area of the proposed orders but they 
will form a vital part of achieving, and will contribute to, the regeneration of the 
Elephant and Castle as a whole. 

 
10. Against these benefits must be weighed the interference with the human rights of 

those who remain in the Estate, which will result from the pursuing of the Order. 
Having considered these matters, it is felt that the public benefits associated with the 
proposals underpinning the proposed orders outweigh the interference with individuals’ 
rights.  Given that the proposals cannot be advanced without securing the outstanding 
interests in the areas and the existing buildings being demolished, it is also considered 
that the use of CPO powers is proportionate. 

 
11. In reaching this view, the officers have also had regard to the facts that those whose 

land is acquired by compulsory acquisition will be compensated on the basis of 
ensuring that they are not left out of pocket and that the Council is providing full 
assistance to those who remain so as to help with their relocation and re-housing 
needs. 

 
12. In the event that objections are made to either or both of the proposed orders, a public 

inquiry will be arranged by the Secretary of State to enable those objectors to be given 
a fair hearing and in ensuring that any decision to confirm the orders is made with all 
material considerations having been taken into account. 
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Supplemental Agenda – 9/2/10 
Analysis of Consultation – Abbeyfield Estate – Options For Investment  
 
Appendix B and C  to the Executive report give feedback from the  tenant 
consultation process at the Abbeyfield Estate, below is a summary of the key issues 
that were raised as part of this process. 
 
96 residents attended a consultation meeting on the 21st January 2010 of who 82 
lived in Maydew House, and 29 responses have been received between the 21st  and 
6th February 2010 via questionnaires, e-mails and meetings with officers. 
 
Not all residents made observations at the resident meeting, however from the formal 
and informal returns after this date, the results are: 
 
In favour of recommendation to re-house residents and market for sale - 8 
Against - 11 
No opinion – 10 
 
Key themes coming out of the consulation have been: 
 
Issue  Response 
The decision has already been made. All correspondence and information has 

clearly stated that any decision would be 
that of Executive. 

The period of consultation  The results of the consultation need to 
inform the Executive decision.  
The number of tenants & leaseholders 
attending the meeting and formally 
responding show that this has been 
carried out. 
The results have been appended to the 
Executive report. 

The cost of the works have been 
exaggerated 

The council instructed a firm of quantity 
surveyors to identify the works required 
to Maydew House and to estimate the 
cost.   Those works would need to 
address Southwark’s decent homes 
investment as well as essential repairs 
and maintenance to extend the life of the 
building; the total cost of the work was 
estimated to be in excess of £15m. 

The block has not been maintained. There are problems carrying out 
investment work with residents in-situ. 
Southwark also has a funding gap to 
meet the investment requirements on all 
its stock. 

A number of tenants want to move out of 
the block due to family circumstances or 
the condition of their flat and services to 
the block. 

 

A number of tenants do not want to move 
– especially if they have been resident in 
the block for a long time (20-30 years). 

 

Tenants want an ‘extra-bedroom’ policy Current housing policy is that residents 
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to apply.  will be re-housed according to their need. 
 

 
 
Questions raised at the meeting have been responded to via a FAQ – sent to all 
tenants on 27th January; and later to leaseholders.   
 
Fiona Cliffe 
9/2/10 
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